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For stimuli modeling stop consonants varying in the acoustic correlates of voice onset time~VOT!,
human listeners are more likely to perceive stimuli with lowerf 0’s as voiced consonants—a pattern
of perception that follows regularities in English speech production. The present study examines the
basis of this observation. One hypothesis is that lowerf 0’s enhance perception of voiced stops by
virtue of perceptual interactions that arise from the operating characteristics of the auditory system.
A second hypothesis is that this perceptual pattern develops as a result of experience with
f 0-voicing covariation. In a test of these hypotheses, Japanese quail learned to respond to stimuli
drawn from a series varying in VOT through training with one of three patterns off 0-voicing
covariation. Voicing andf 0 varied in the natural pattern~shorter VOT, lowerf 0!, in an inverse
pattern~shorter VOT, higherf 0!, or in a random pattern~no f 0-voicing covariation!. Birds trained
with stimuli that had nof 0-voicing covariation exhibited no effect off 0 on response to novel
stimuli varying in VOT. For the other groups, birds’ responses followed the experienced pattern of
covariation. These results suggestf 0 does not exert an obligatory influence on categorization of
consonants as@VOICE# and emphasize the learnability of covariation among acoustic characteristics
of speech. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1339825#

PACS numbers: 43.71.An, 43.71.Es, 43.71.Pc@CWT#
c
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among the world’s languages, fundamental frequen
( f 0) and voicing tend to covary. Cross-linguistically, th
observation is extremely reliable; so reliable, in fact, that t
relationship has been said to arise as a result of physiolog
constraints on speech production. However, cross-lingu
analysis demonstrates thatf 0 and the acoustic correlates
voice onset time~VOT! covary only among consonants th
are used distinctively by languages~Kohler, 1982, 1984,
1985; Kingston, 1986; Kingston and Diehl, 1994!, thus sug-
gesting that the influence is not a mandatory consequenc
the speech-production system. Vowels immediately follo
ing voiced consonants~e.g.,@b#, @d#, @g#! tend to have lower
f 0’s than those following voiceless consonants~e.g.,@p#, @t#,
@k#; House and Fairbanks, 1953; Lehiste and Peterson, 1
Mohr, 1971; Hombert, 1978; Caisse, 1982; Peterson, 19
Ohde, 1984!.1 For example, the fundamental frequency
the vowel@## ~as inbud! tends to be lower in the utteranc
@$## than in the syllable@### ~Kingston and Diehl, 1994!.

The covariation betweenf 0 and voicing2 in language
production has a corresponding regularity in speech per

a!Electronic mail: lholt@andrew.cmu.edu
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tion. When listeners categorize synthetic or digitally manip
lated natural speech tokens of a phonetic series varying
ceptually from voiced to voiceless~e.g., from@ba# to @pa#!
listeners more often identify tokens as voiced~i.e., as@ba#!
when f 0 is low. For higherf 0’s, listeners more often repor
hearing voiceless consonants~i.e., @pa#!. This finding is ex-
tremely robust, and has been reported across multiple p
netic contexts, using a variety of measures~e.g., Chistovich,
1969; Haggardet al., 1970; Fujimura, 1971; Massaro an
Cohen, 1976, 1977; Derr and Massaro, 1980; Gruenenfe
and Pisoni, 1980; Haggardet al., 1981; Kohler, 1985; Kohler
and van Dommelen, 1986; Whalenet al., 1993; Castleman
and Diehl, 1996!.

Perception of voiced versus voiceless consonants
follows the regularities of speech production. Much has be
made of this correspondence and a good deal of specula
has surrounded the question of whyf 0 and VOT covary in
speech production~e.g., Kingston and Diehl, 1994!. How-
ever, the mechanisms that govern the perceptual side of
correspondence remain largely unknown.

Diehl and Kluender~1989! offer an hypothesis that ac
counts for the regularities in speech perception and prod
tion. By their auditory enhancementaccount, constellations
of articulations~such as those that lead to lowf 0 and other
76409(2)/764/11/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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characteristics of@1voice# consonants! tend to covary be-
cause these combinations confer a perceptual advantag
the listener. The covariance off 0 and voicing in speech
production, they argue, is a result of language communit
tendency to coordinate components of speech that have
tually enhancing auditory effects. Thus, the perceptual in
action of f 0 and VOT evident in listening studies is due
the stable operating characteristics of the auditory syst
For this account to provide an explanation for the percep
influence of f 0 on voicing categorization, it must offer th
additional hypothesis that the coupling of lowf 0’s with the
acoustic characteristics of voiced consonants interacts
some manner, to create an acoustic signal that is more ro
than alternative combinations. In a proposal that builds u
the earlier work of Stevens and Blumstein~1981!, Diehl
et al. ~1995! have argued that lowf 0 contributes to the pres
ence of low-frequency energy during and near the conson
thus enhancing the perception of voicing. This auditory
hancement account therefore implies that the natural cova
tion of f 0 and voicing observed across languages confer
advantage in auditory processing by virtue of making lo
frequency energy more salient for@1voice# consonants.

In a similar vein, Kingston and Diehl~1994! have ar-
gued that mutually enhancing characteristics of speech
duction are explicitly represented by a level of representa
intermediate individual acoustic/phonetic correlates of vo
ing, like a low f 0, and higher-level representations of d
tinctive features~such as@1voice#!. The advantage of thes
integrated perceptual properties~IPPs! is in limiting energy
expenditure in speech production and producing mutu
enhancing acoustic effects, thus aiding communication
both the speaker and the listener. Kingston and Diehl p
pose that the auditory system literally treats a lowf 0 at
vowel onset and a short VOT as perceptually equivalent
cause both act to increase the percept of low-frequency
ergy near the stop consonant. Like earlier auditory enhan
ment accounts, this hypothesis implies that the influence
f 0 on categorization of consonants as voiced or voiceles
a result of demands upon language to provide a rob
readily intelligible, speech signal. The distinction of this a
count from earlier treatments of auditory enhancement is
it posits an additional level of representation~Diehl et al.,
1995!.

These auditory enhancement accounts are in agree
that the reasonf 0 acts to shift listeners’ perception of voic
ing is that the acoustic cues provided byf 0 and voicing
interact to enhance some perceptual property~e.g., the per-
ceived presence of low-frequency energy!. By these ac-
counts, stable characteristics of the auditory system are
sponsible for producing perceptual interactions among
acoustic characteristics off 0 and voicing. However, pre
existing auditory characteristics may not be the only feas
explanation for the interaction off 0 and voicing in speech
perception. After all,f 0 and voicing covary in speech pro
duction and, as a result, the language environment is
with structured covariance. Should listeners be sensitive
this covariance, experience with it could influence categ
zation of voiced and voiceless consonants that vary inf 0.
That is, perceptual interactions betweenf 0 and voicing
765 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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might arise from learning. Recent results have demonstra
the considerable influence covariation within the langua
environment has upon speech perception. For example,
and McQueen~1998! have shown that listeners are sensiti
to the natural covariation of phonetic segments by dem
strating that experimental manipulation of transitional pro
abilities between speech sounds can elicit predictable con
effects. Saffranet al. ~1996! likewise have argued that adu
as well as infant listeners use natural covariation among
lables in word segmentation.

It is possible that listeners’ experience with the natu
covariation betweenf 0 and voicing shapes speech perce
tion. By this proposal,f 0-voicing covariation in speechpro-
duction arises from speakers’ tendency to produce voic
consonants with lowerf 0’s than their voiceless counterpart
Listeners may learn and use this covariation such thatf 0 and
voicing interact in speechperception. This learning account
makes fewer predictions than the auditory enhancement
count about why speech production should be so patter
One possibility is that articulations off 0 and VOT are not
fully independent. However, as Kingston and Diehl~1994!
have argued, no one has yet explained how the articulat
of f 0 and VOT depend on one another. Whatever the na
of the linguistic habits of speakers that promotef 0/VOT co-
variation, they remain to be fully uncovered.

The following experiment was designed to tease ap
the relative roles that stable preexisting auditory characte
tics and effects of experience withf 0-voicing covariation
have in explaining the influence off 0 on categorization of
consonants as voiced or voiceless. Among human listen
especially native English speakers who have had exten
experience withf 0-voicing covariation, this is an extraord
narily difficult task. It would be most desirable to have
population of listeners who are inexperienced with covar
tion betweenf 0 and voicing. Among these individuals,
would be possible to exercise complete experimental con
over experience and thus assess relative contributions o
dition versus learning.

Nonhuman animals are just such a population. An
tensive literature now exists to demonstrate the feasibility
using nonhuman animals in experiments aimed at und
standing human speech perception. For the most part,
human animals have provided two distinct services in dev
oping our knowledge of speech perception. In one way, t
have served as ‘‘pristine’’ auditory systems, unblemished
the experience with speech that human listeners bring to
laboratory. In experiments designed to exploit this charac
istic, it is possible to examine the contributions of audition
speech perception while factoring out potential effects of
perience. From these experiments, we have learned that
human animals respond to speech categorically~Morse and
Snowdon, 1975; Kuhl and Miller, 1975, 1978; Waters a
Wilson, 1976!, exhibit phonetic context effects~Dent et al.,
1997; Lottoet al., 1997!, and are sensitive to acoustic tra
ing relations~Kluender, 1991; Kluender and Lotto, 1994!.
Nonhuman animals have also provided a means of dire
manipulating experience with speech to test its effect~Klu-
enderet al., 1987, 1998; Lottoet al., 1999!. In experiments
of this sort, animals have served as a population in wh
765Holt et al.: Effect of f0 on quail’s response to VOT stimuli
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there is the possibility of exquisite experimental control ov
speech experience. These methods have allowed rather
cise characterization of effects of experience that can be
ficult to garner with human adult or infant listeners~see Holt
et al., 1998 for a discussion of these issues! and have led to
demonstrations that nonhuman animals exhibit learni
dependent hallmarks of speech perception such as pho
categorization~Kluenderet al., 1987! and internal phonetic
category structure~Kluenderet al., 1998; Lottoet al., 1999!.

Under both experimental paradigms, nonhuman anim
have served well, demonstrating that they often respon
speech in much the same manner as human listeners.
present experiment is a fusion of these two experimental
proaches. Here, the aim is to delineate the relative contr
tions of perceptual interactions arising from stable opera
characteristics of the auditory system and those arising f
experience with covariation in the environment. The pres
design investigates the influence off 0 upon nonhuman ani
mals’ responses to stimuli that vary in voicing via manip
lation of VOT across three conditions; two conditions pr
vide experience withf 0-voicing covariation and a third
strictly eliminates such experience. Nonhuman animal list
ers are essential for this endeavor because they allow ri
ous experimental control over the characteristics of exp
ence withf 0-voicing covariation.

II. EXPERIMENT

Japanese quail~Coturnix coturnix japonica!, an avian
species that has been used extensively in auditory and sp
perception research, served as listeners.@See Dooling and
Okanoya~1995! for behaviorally derived quail audiograms#
Quail were chosen because they have proven to be very
pable subjects in auditory learning tasks~Kluender et al.,
1987; Lottoet al., 1999! and avian subjects, in general, a
known to exhibit phonetic categorization that mimics ess
tial aspects of human phonetic categorization~Kluender
et al., 1987, 1998; Lottoet al., 1999!. In addition, quail have
demonstrated the ability to respond behaviorally to voic
versus voiceless stimuli~Kluender, 1991; Kluender and
Lotto, 1994!.

The experiment was designed to assess potential in
ences of auditory constraints and experience withf 0-voicing
covariation on quails’ responses to voicing asf 0 varies. To
achieve this aim, quail were assigned to one of three co
tions. Birds in each condition first were trained to respond
either voiced or voiceless syllable-initial stop consonants
pecking a key. Conditions were distinguished by the man
that f 0 and voicing covaried in the set of stimuli used
train the quail. For birds in the first condition,f 0 and voicing
covaried in the natural manner; voiced consonants had lo
f 0’s than voiceless consonants. A second group of quail
trained with stimuli that varied in the reverse manner; voic
consonants hadhigher f0’s and voiceless consonants h
lower f0’s.

A final subset of the quail experienced training stim
that had no orderly covariation betweenf 0 and voicing; the
two dimensions were uncorrelated among these train
stimuli. As a result, the quail in this last group received
orderly experience withf 0-voicing covariation. Thus, this
766 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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condition provides a control group with which to compa
the other two conditions. If auditory interactions betweenf 0
and voicing influence birds’ response to novel test stimuli
the control condition, then birds should respond more
bustly to voiced consonants with lowf 0 and voiceless con
sonants with highf 0 despite that they have no experien
with f 0-voicing covariation. If experience with covariatio
between f 0 and voicing is responsible for the perceptu
trading relation, then this group of quail should exhibit n
effect of f 0 upon voicing response.

The remaining conditions are critical to the issue
whether experience withf 0-voicing covariation influences
patterns of perception. If experience with covariation is
sponsible for the effect off 0 on voicing identification, quail
that experience natural covariation during training should
hibit an influence off 0 on response to novel stimuli in th
direction of covariation. However, because the pattern of
perience for this condition follows that observed naturally
languages, effects observed are difficult to disentangle fr
putative auditory influences. However, if quail that expe
encereversedcovariation exhibit a ‘‘reversed’’ influence o
f 0 on response to voicing such that consonants withhigher
f 0’s are more often responded to as voiced consonants,
the pattern of behavior should mirror that of the input cov
riance and diverge from the pattern of results predicted
auditory interactions.

A. Method

1. Subjects

Twenty-one adult Japanese quail~Coturnix coturnix
japonica! served as listeners in the experiment. Some of
quail with smaller body weights failed to reach criterion pe
formance~pecking ten times more often to positive stimu
than to negative stimuli, see Sec. II B! leaving 16 quail to
enter into testing. Free-feed weights ranged from 104
160 g.

2. Stimuli

a. Stimulus synthesis. A bilabial stop-consonant series o
19 stimuli varying perceptually from@ba#-@pa# was synthe-
sized using the parallel branch of the Klatt~1980! speech
synthesizer. Endpoint stimuli were based upon the prod
tions of a single male talker who uttered ‘‘ba’’ and ‘‘pa’’ in
isolation. For all stimuli in the series, nominal formant fr
quencies were equivalent. First through third forma
(F1 –F3) were 150, 800, and 2100 Hz, respectively,
stimulus onset. Frequencies for all three formants chan
linearly over the next 40 ms to 750, 1220, and 2600 Hz
F1 –F3. Formant frequencies remained at these values
the remainder of the 250-ms total duration.

Voice onset time was modeled acoustically by varyi
amplitude of voicing~Klatt parameter AV, set to zero durin
VOT duration!, noise in the signal~AH555 during VOT
duration! and amplitude of the first formant~A150 during
VOT duration, to modelF1 cutback!. These parameters wer
varied in 5-ms steps to mimic acoustic changes from 5 to
ms VOT. From this base set of stimuli, fundamental fr
quency (f 0) was manipulated to create a full stimulus corp
that varied in VOT ~5–95 ms! and f 0. To accomplish
766Holt et al.: Effect of f0 on quail’s response to VOT stimuli



FIG. 1. Sampling distributions for
voice onset time@VOT, panel~a!# and
fundamental frequency@f 0, panel~b!#
from which stimuli were drawn for
presentation to quail during training.
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this, the 19-member series varying perceptually from@ba#-
@pa# was synthesized at 14 differentf 0’s, 96–114 Hz in 3-Hz
steps and 135–153 Hz in 3-Hz steps. This created anf 0
3VOT stimulus space consisting of a corpus of 266 stim
~19 VOT values314 f 0’s!. Two distinct ranges forf 0 were
created to provide a ‘‘low’’ versus ‘‘high’’ distinction, with
non-overlapping values roughly corresponding perceptu
to male and female voice. For each stimulus,f 0 was con-
stant across the entire stimulus duration.3

b. Stimulus sampling. Typically, speech perception ex
periments that examine phonetic labeling do so using on
several phonetic series that vary perceptually from o
clearly identifiable phonetic endpoint to another via
acoustic manipulation. This is generally true of both hum
and nonhuman studies of speech perception. Here, one o
primary goals is to examine the role of experience in shap
perception. As a result, the traditional approach is adapte
better model some of the statistical characteristics of spe
sound distributions that human listeners encounter.

Although there have been few large-scale efforts to m
sure the acoustic characteristics of multiple phonetic s
ments across multiple speakers, those that exist~e.g., Peter-
son and Barney, 1952; Lisker and Abramson, 1964! suggest
that there is a good deal of variability in the acoustic ch
acteristics of speech sounds across speakers. Fortunate
listeners, there is also a good deal of regularity. In an e
inventory of cross-language stop-consonant voicing, for
ample, Lisker and Abramson~1964! observed between- an
within-speaker variation in VOT. However, they also r
ported very regular underlying acoustic patterns for the p
nemes of a particular language. Across speakers and pro
tions, estimated VOT values tended to cluster aroun
particular mean value that occurred most frequently acr
productions of a particular phoneme~see Newman, 1997!. In
addition, there was variance such that values adjacent to
mean were also observed, but less frequently. To put
observation in more concrete terms, the measured va
roughly approximated a normal~Gaussian! distribution.
Therefore, there is reason to believe that normal distributi
are a reasonable approximation of the distributions unde
ing variability in speech production.

In line with these observations, stimuli from the VO
3 f 0 stimulus space were not presented equally often du
the experiment. Rather, there was a statistical structure to
manner in which stimuli were sampled from the space. In
767 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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pendent distributions for samplingf 0 and VOT were created
by modeling Gaussian~normal! distributions with variance
of 1.25 stimulus steps~based upon series of 3-Hz steps f
f 0 and 5-ms steps for VOT!. For each dimension, two dis
tributions were created. These distributions corresponde
high versus lowf 0 ~distribution means were 105 and 14
Hz, respectively! and voiced versus voiceless consona
~with distribution means of 20 and 80 ms!.4 Stimuli were
presented with relative frequencies that were discrete
proximations of these continuous Gaussian distributio
Figure 1 illustrates relative frequencies forf 0 and VOT val-
ues. Using distributions off 0 and VOT values rather tha
individual stimuli ~e.g., one stimulus with a lowf 0 versus
one with a high f 0! allowed for a more sensitive test o
interactions betweenf 0 and VOT because it encourage
quail to generalize to novel stimuli. Likewise, it provided
more realistic model off 0/VOT covariation.

c. Stimulus presentation. Stimuli were synthesized with
12-bit resolution at a 10-kHz sampling rate, matched in r
energy and stored on a computer disk. Stimulus presenta
was under the control of an 80386 computer. After D/A co
version~Ariel DSP-16!, stimuli were low-pass filtered~4.8-
kHz cutoff frequency, Frequency Devices #677!, amplified,
and presented to quail via a single 13-cm speaker~Peerless
11592! in a tuned enclosure providing flat frequency r
sponse from 40 to 5000 Hz. Sound level was calibrated
placing a small sound-level meter~Bruel & Kjaer 2232! in
the chamber with the microphone positioned at appro
mately the same height and distance from the speaker
bird’s head.

B. Procedure

1. Training stimuli

Reinforcement contingencies were structured to tr
quail to respond differentially to training stimuli drawn from
the VOT distributions shown in Fig. 1~a! ~i.e., 5–35 ms VOT
versus 65–90 ms VOT!. Half of the birds in each condition
were rewarded for pecking in response to voiced stim
~5–35 ms VOT, designated1voice birds!. Longer VOT
~65–95 ms! signaled reinforcement for the remaining qua
~2voice birds!. The exact stimuli that were presented
quail in a given training session were determined by r
domly sampling from the Gaussian distributions describ
earlier ~see Fig. 1!. Stimuli were constrained in the numbe
767Holt et al.: Effect of f0 on quail’s response to VOT stimuli
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of positive versus negative stimuli that could occur in a s
sion, but otherwisef 0 and VOT were randomly selecte
from the appropriate distribution.

During training, stimuli varied by condition. One grou
of quail was trained with stimuli exhibiting ‘‘natural’’ cova
riance. That is, voiced stimuli had lowf 0 and voiceless
stimuli had highf 0. Quail in this group heard stimuli create
to mimic 5–35-ms VOT that were synthesized with anf 0
varying between 96 and 114 Hz and 65–95-ms VOT stim
with an f 0 of 135–153 Hz. The matching betweenf 0 and
VOT adhered to these constraints, although the pre
f 0/VOT stimuli varied randomly from within the samplin
distributions~see Fig. 1!. Another group of quail was traine
on the ‘‘reverse’’ of this covariation. These birds hea
5–35-ms VOT stimuli synthesized with anf 0 of 135–153
Hz and 65–95-ms VOT stimuli synthesized with anf 0 of
96–114 Hz. For a final group of ‘‘control’’ quail,f 0 and
VOT did not covary. Stimuli presented to these quail h
random assignment off 0 to VOT. For this group of quail,f 0
and VOT values were chosen from the sampling distri
tions in the same manner as for the other quail. However
constraints uponf 0 to VOT mapping were enforced;f 0 was
assigned randomly to VOT values. For any presentationf 0
could be chosen from either the high or the low distributio
independent of VOT value.

2. Training procedure

Following 18 to 22 h of food deprivation~adjusted to
each bird individually for optimal performance!5 birds were
weighed and placed in a small sound-attenuated cham
within a larger single-wall sound-attenuated booth~Suttle
Acoustics Corp.!. In a go/no-go identification task, qua
pecked a lighted key~1.2 cm square! located 15 cm above
the floor and centered below a speaker from which stim
were presented. A computer recorded responses and
trolled reinforcement.

Following magazine training and autoshaping pro
dures, reinforcement contingencies were gradually in
duced over 8 days in sessions of 60 to 72 trials. During
time, average amplitude of the stimuli was increased from
to 70 dB SPL to introduce sound without startling the bird
Average trial duration increased from 5 to 30 s, intertr
interval decreased from 40 to 15 s, average time to reinfo
ment increased from 5 to 30 s, and the ratio of positive
negative trials decreased from 4:1 to 1:1. After the grad
introduction of reinforcement contingencies over eight da
daily training sessions consisted of 72 stimuli~36 positive
and 36 negative!.

On each trial, a stimulus was presented repeatedly o
per 1550 ms at an average peak level of 70 dB SPL. O
trial-by-trial basis, the intensity of stimuli varied random
from the mean of 70 dB by60–5 dB via a computer-
controlled digital attenuator~Analog Devices 7111!. The av-
erage duration of each trial was 30 s, varying geometric
from 10 to 65 s. The intertrial interval was 15 s. Respon
to positive stimuli were reinforced on a variable-interv
schedule by 1.5–2.5 s of access to food from a hopper
neath the peck key. Duration of reinforcement was also
justed for each bird for consistent performance. Average
768 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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terval to reinforcement was 30 s~10–65 s! so that positive
stimuli were reinforced on an average of once per trial. N
that when a trial was long~e.g., 65 s! and times to reinforce-
ment were short~e.g., 10 s!, reinforcement was available
more than once. Likewise, on shorter positive trials, re
forcement did not become available if time to reinforceme
was longer than the trial. Any reinforcement interval that d
not expire during one positive trial carried over to the ne
positive trial. Such intermittent reinforcement encourag
consistent peck rates during later non-reinforced testing
als. During negative trials, birds were required to refra
from pecking for 5 s for the trial to be terminated. Thi
procedure has been used successfully to train Japanese
in other speech perception tasks~Kluender, 1991; Kluender
and Lotto, 1994; Lottoet al., 1997, 1999!.

3. Testing

All birds learned quickly to respond differentially t
VOT. Birds continued to train with the distributions unt
they responded with 10:1 performance for positive ver
negative stimuli. Among the 21 quail that began magaz
and autoshape training, 16 quail made it to criterion perf
mance and were entered in the testing procedure. Of th
birds, five were in the ‘‘natural’’ condition, seven were in th
‘‘reverse’’ condition, and four were in the ‘‘control’’ condi-
tion.

Following training, quail were tested on novel, interm
diate members of the@ba#-@pa# series~VOT from 40 to 60 ms
in 5-ms steps! synthesized withf 0 of 105 and 141 Hz, the
modes of thef 0 sampling distributions of training stimuli. In
all, ten stimuli were tested~2 f 0’s35 novel intermediate
series members!. In each daily test session, the ten test tri
~each with a fixed trial duration of 30 s! were randomly
interspersed among normal training trials. Each testing s
sion began with 15 trials of training stimuli. Novel test tria
could not occur until after these 15 trials as an assurance
birds had ‘‘settled into’’ the task before responding to te
stimuli. After these initial trials, 10 test trials were random
interspersed with 60 training trials for a total of 70 trials p
test session. Contingencies remained the same for trai
stimuli, but during test trials no contingencies were in effe
Birds neither received food reinforcement nor needed to
frain from pecking for presentation to terminate after 30
Training and testing stimuli were randomly ordered for ea
bird. Testing continued for 20 daily sessions, providing
data set consisting of birds’ peck responses to 20 repetit
of each of the ten test stimuli.

C. Results

The data set was submitted to an analysis of peck
sponses across high and lowf 0 for all test stimuli. For each
bird, raw pecks were collected for each test trial. There
inherent variance in peck rates across individual bir
Therefore, total pecks to each test stimulus were summ
across the 20 repetitions of the novel stimuli. Mean pe
rates~i.e., pecks per 30-s trial! were calculated for both high
and low-f 0 test stimuli. These means were then transform
into normalized peck rates by dividing peck rates to t
768Holt et al.: Effect of f0 on quail’s response to VOT stimuli
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stimuli by the individual quail’s highest peck rate to the t
test stimuli. This transformation adjusted peck rates to
scale between zero and one for each bird, thus minimiz
the variance that arises from the fact that some birds
‘‘heavier’’ peckers than others~Bushet al., 1993!. This nor-
malization method has been used previously to mitig
natural variance across individual animals~e.g., Lottoet al.,
1997!.

Normalized mean peck rates and corresponding stan
errors are presented in Fig. 2. Data are displayed byf 0
~black bars correspond tof 05105 Hz, white bars showf 0
5141 Hz!, sorted by condition~natural, control, reverse!,
and presented for1voice and2voice birds. Matched-pairs
t-tests were computed for the difference between normal
peck rates to low- and high-f 0 test stimuli for1/2voice
birds in each condition.

1. Influence of ‘‘natural’’ f0 ÕVOT covariation

Birds that were trained to peck in response tovoiced
consonants and heard natural covariation off 0 and VOT
during training demonstrated a difference in their respons
novel stimuli as a function off 0. These quail pecked signifi
cantly more~t54.80, p,0.01! to novel, intermediate VOT
series members synthesized with alow f0 ~0.75 average nor-
malized rate! than to the same stimuli synthesized with
higher f0 ~0.39 average normalized rate!. Quail trained to
peck to voicelessconsonants in the natural condition al
exhibited a significant shift in behavior as a function off 0
(t53.02, p,0.01!, pecking more robustly to novel stimu
with a higher f0 ~0.79 average normalized rate! than to those
with a lower f0 ~0.58 average normalized rate!.

Thus, these birds’ responses to novel stimuli mirror
natural covariation off 0 and VOT. Quail trained to peck in
response to voiced stimuli pecked most vigorously to no
stimuli with a low f0, whereas quail trained to peck to voic
less stimuli responded most to stimuli with ahigh f0. This
avian pattern of results mirrors data that have been obse
in human perception~Chistovich, 1969; Haggardet al.,
1970; Fujimura, 1971; Massaro and Cohen, 1976, 19

FIG. 2. Average normalized peck rates to low~105 Hz, black bars! versus
high ~141 Hz, white bars! f 0. For each VOT3 f 0 covariation condition
~natural, reverse, control!, data is presented for birds reinforced to peck
voiced stimuli~1voice! and for those reinforced to peck to voiceless stim
~2voice!.
769 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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Haggardet al., 1981; Whalenet al., 1993; Castleman and
Diehl, 1996!. Stimuli with high f 0 tend to be labeled a
voiceless whereas otherwise similar stimuli with a lowf 0
are more often labeled as voiced.

These data demonstrate that the influence off 0 upon
voicing need not arise from species-specific mechanis
However, this single condition does not allow determinati
of whether the general mechanisms that may govern the
teraction of f 0 and voicing arise from auditory perceptu
interactions or from experience withf 0/VOT covariation.
Quail in this condition experiencedf 0 and VOT covariation
that modeled the covariation found among many of
world’s languages. Although it is possible that experien
with this pattern of covariation may have influenced th
perception of novel stimuli, it is also possible that audito
interactions led them to respond to stimuli with a higherf 0
as better exemplars of voiceless consonants than those
lower f 0. Thus, it is necessary to turn to the behavior of qu
in the remaining conditions to evaluate the relative influen
of auditory constraints and learning.

2. Outcome of the control condition: No f0 ÕVOT
covariation

First, consider the control condition in whichf 0 and
VOT did not covary during training. For stimuli presented
quail in this condition,f 0 and voicing characteristics varie
independently. If experience with covariation rather than
ditory enhancement explains the effect off 0 upon VOT la-
beling for ‘‘natural’’ quail, there should be no effect off 0
upon responses of control quail in this condition. However
the auditory system conspires to bias low-f 0 stimuli to be
responded to as short VOT stimuli, control quail should pe
in a manner that mirrors effects typically observed for E
glish listeners.

In fact, quail in the control condition didnot demon-
strate an influence off 0 upon their pecking behavior. With
no covariation betweenf 0 and VOT in the training stimuli,
quail exhibited no effect off 0 on response to novel stimul
Neither the birds trained to peck tovoiced consonants
~t50.56,p50.30, average normalized peck rates of 0.53 a
0.58 for low and highf 0, respectively! nor those trained to
respond tovoicelessconsonants~t51.05, p50.18, average
normalized peck rates of 0.75 and 0.79 for low and highf 0,
respectively! were influenced byf 0.

3. Influence of ‘‘reverse’’ f0 ÕVOT covariation

Consider, now, the final condition. If experience wi
f 0/VOT covariation is responsible for effects observed in
‘‘natural’’ quail, then covariation in the opposite directio
~i.e., low f 0 paired with voiceless consonants! should influ-
ence birds’ behavior in the opposite manner. In fact, bi
trained to peck tovoicedconsonants for which covariatio
with f 0 was in the direction opposite natural covariati
exhibited a significant difference in their pecking behav
contingent onf 0 ~t54.26, p,0.01!, pecking most vigor-
ously to stimuli with highf 0 ~0.83 average normalized rate!
and less to stimuli with lowf 0 ~0.51 average normalized
rate!. Birds’ behavior mirrored the covariation inherent
769Holt et al.: Effect of f0 on quail’s response to VOT stimuli
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f 0 for each condition and averaged across conditio
Square symbols indicate2voice birds responses to
novel test stimuli that vary across the VOT serie
Circles correspond to1voice birds responses. Thes
data indicate that quail did not perform the task simp
by responding to changes inf 0.
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their training stimuli and was opposite the direction p
dicted by auditory enhancement hypothesis. Thus, these
suggest that the influence off 0 on VOT labeling is not
bound to correspondence with the pattern typically obser
in the world’s languages, but rather is influenced by the p
tern of f 0/VOT covariation present in the speech input.

The results for birds trained to peck tovoicelessconso-
nants are less clear in that they did not exhibit a signific
effect of f 0 upon their response to novel stimuli~t5.85, p
50.22!. Low f 0 ~0.70 average normalized rate! and highf 0
~0.75 average normalized rate! did not differentially influ-
ence quails’ pecking behavior to novel stimuli. It appea
likely that the failure to find an influence off 0 upon birds’
response to novel stimuli in this condition is related to rat
high variability. Two of the four birds in this condition did
exhibit a modest influence off 0 upon response to nove
stimuli in the direction predicted by their experience. Ho
ever, the remaining quail did not differentially respond a
function of f 0.

To summarize these results across conditions and c
terbalancing, birds in five of the six conditions tested~3
types of experience32 mappings to voicing! exhibited be-
havior that supports the hypothesis that experience with
variation is fundamental to effects off 0 upon voicing per-
ception.

4. Influence of VOT on birds’ responses

The results are therefore in line with the hypothesis t
the influence off 0 is related to experience withf 0/VOT
covariance. However, the data presented thus far have
ported only the influence off 0. It is possible that these re
sults reflect a tendency by birds to respond solely on
basis off 0, to the exclusion of VOT. If this is the case, the
the results do not bear upon the hypotheses under inves
tion, but rather merely reflect the ability of quail to mapf 0
variation to a pecking response. To examine this possibi
it is necessary to inspect birds’ responses across novel V
stimuli, independent off 0. Figure 3, which illustrates thes
data, suggests that the birds’ responses were sensitiv
VOT. Data points in Fig. 3 correspond to average normali
770 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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peck rates to novel stimuli collapsed across the two testf 0’s
for 1voice and2voice quail. Quail differentially responde
to test stimuli varying in VOT, demonstrating that their b
havior was not solely the result of sensitivity tof 0. Note that
the data points illustrated are drawn from the middle of
series and can thus be expected to be ‘‘boundary’’ stim
Broader identification functions are common for animal su
jects. Typically, this characteristic is taken as indicative
attentional differences between animals and humans~e.g.,
Kuhl and Miller, 1978!, but it also may be due to the an
mals’ more limited experience with speech sounds. Qu
trained to respond to1voice exhibited a very different pat
tern of response to novel test stimuli than did their2voice
counterparts. This indicates that althoughf 0 influenced
quails’ responses, they used bothf 0 and VOT to perform the
task.

III. DISCUSSION

The objective of the present experiment was to exam
the relative contributions of stable auditory perceptual int
actions and experience with covariation in understanding
influence of f 0 upon @VOICE# labeling. Many studies have
demonstrated that listeners’ categorization of synthetic
digitally manipulated natural speech varying perceptua
from voiced to voiceless across a phonetic series can
shifted by changes inf 0. Stimuli with lower f 0’s are more
often categorized as voiced consonants whereas stimuli
otherwise identical acoustic characteristics, but with hig
f 0’s, tend to be labeled as voiceless. This pattern of perc
tion mimics patterns of speech production commonly o
served across languages. Voiceless consonants tend t
produced with higherf 0’s than their voiced counterparts.

The mechanisms behind this phenomenon are larg
unknown, but there are at least two prominent hypothe
The first hypothesis, in line with the tenets of auditory e
hancement~Diehl and Kluender, 1989; Kingston and Dieh
1994; Diehlet al., 1995!, suggests that general auditory in
teractions among mutually enhancing acoustic characteris
of f 0 and VOT couple to improve the intelligibility o
voiced consonants with lowf 0 and voiceless consonan
770Holt et al.: Effect of f0 on quail’s response to VOT stimuli
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with high f 0. Another possibility is that experience with co
variation of f 0 and voicing within the speech signal is r
sponsible for effects off 0 upon@VOICE# labeling.

Using a nonhuman animal model, these two hypothe
were teased apart in the present experiment. Results
quail in the ‘‘natural’’ and ‘‘reverse’’ covariation condition
demonstrate that experience withf 0/VOT covariance influ-
ences quails’ response to novel stimuli. Quail that respon
to 1voice and 2voice in the ‘‘natural’’ and those who
pecked to1voice in the ‘‘reverse’’ condition pecked mor
often to f 0/VOT combinations that matched their pattern
experience. One subset of these quail~those who were
trained to peck to2voice stimuli in the ‘‘reverse’’ condition!
did not adhere to this pattern of results. However,f 0 had a
null effect on responses to novel stimuli for these quail, s
is difficult to interpret these data. Overall, three of the fo
groups of quail in conditions wheref 0 covaried with VOT
demonstrated an effect off 0 upon response to novel stimu
that mirrored the covariance experienced during traini
The data of the1voice quail in the reverse condition, esp
cially, are difficult to explain from an account that relie
upon auditory interactions because they suggestf 0 does not
exert an obligatory influence on perception of@VOICE# con-
sonants in the absence of covariation with VOT.

The results of the ‘‘control’’ condition complemen
these findings. Quail that did not experience regularity
f 0/VOT covariation during training showed no shift in r
sponse to test stimuli contingent onf 0. These results sugge
that the influence off 0 is not strictly related to stable mutu
ally enhancing interactions that are auditory in nature.

A. Ties to previous experiments

The present results may relate well to findings of so
previous experiments that examined human listeners’
ception of voicing as a function off 0. For example, Bern-
stein ~1983! found that adult listeners make use off 0 in
identifying words that vary in word-initial voicing~gatever-
susKate!, but 4- and 6-year-old children do not. These
sults are consistent with the hypothesis that experience
play a role in determining the influence off 0 upon percep-
tion of consonantal voicing.

Likewise, Haggardet al. ~1981! reported an intriguing
cross-linguistic difference that arose serendipitously from
study of the influence off 0 upon phoneme boundaries b
tween voiced and voiceless consonants. One of their 35
teners identified members of a series of stimuli varying
VOT quite differently from the rest of the listeners teste
This listener exhibited uncharacteristically flat identificati
functions across VOT, suggesting that she relied almost
tirely upon the f 0 variation and almost completely disre
garded variation in VOT. Upon recalling the listener to d
termine whether she suffered from a hearing deficit, Hagg
et al. found that the listener had been born in Italy and h
emigrated to the United States at age five, though she ha
command of Italian as an adult. Haggardet al.suggested tha
these odd data might underscore the importance of e
learning in determining phoneme boundaries and acou
cue weighting in speech perception. Massaro and Co
771 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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~1976, 1977! have also reported marked individual diffe
ences in the influence off 0 on listeners’ categorization o
fricatives as /s/ versus /z/.

Although neither of these results~one a null finding for
children, the other based on a single listener! is exceptionally
strong evidence that experience plays a role in determin
the influence off 0 upon perception of voicing, coupled wit
the findings of the present experiment, they hint at a role
experience and offer intriguing possibilities for further r
search.

Sinnott and Saporita~2000! recently have presented da
from American English and Spanish adults as well as m
keys ~Macaca fuscata! on the perceptual influence of firs
formant (F1) transition onset frequency covariation wi
gap duration in a speech series that varied fromsay to stay.
Unlike English, Spanish does not have native consona
cluster contrasts likesay versusstay. Incremental increase
in gap duration in Sinnott and Saporita’s stimuli caused p
ception to change fromsayto stayfor all subjects. However,
subjects varied in their use of theF1 onset cue, which cova
ried with gap duration. American English listeners exhibit
a strong influence ofF1-onset frequency on stimulus ident
fication. Spanish listeners differed in the degree to wh
they usedF1 onset as a cue. Monkeys did not appear to
F1 onset at all. Sinnott and Saporita~2000! suggest that the
important factor delineating these subject populations is
gree of exposure to English and thus toF1 onset and gap
duration covariation. These findings thus appear to sugge
perceptual learning component for another example of
covariation in speech perception.

B. The generality of auditory mechanisms

There is at least one important criticism that could
leveled against the current experiment. The present res
are much less clear if the avian auditory system of the Ja
nese quail is sufficiently different from the human audito
system so as not to capture putatively important characte
tics that may contribute to auditory interactions betweenf 0
and voicing. Though there are significant anatomical a
physiological distinctions between avian and human audit
systems~see, e.g., Popper and Fay, 1980!, there are severa
reasons to believe that the data presented here reliably
resent audition quite generally. First, avian species have b
shown to exhibit a number of effects in speech percept
that rely upon audition, with no influence of learning~e.g.,
Kluender and Lotto, 1994; Doolinget al., 1995; Dentet al.,
1997; Lottoet al., 1997!. These effects quite closely mirro
human perceptual results, so despite distinctions betw
avian and human auditory systems, it appears that there
great deal of functional correspondence. Furthermore,
present stimuli differed critically in VOT andf 0—two
acoustic cues that rely on rather low-frequency hearing. P
viously, Kluender and Lotto~1994; Kluender, 1991! have
shown that quail are quite capable of this sort of task, exh
iting effects of F1 on their response to voiced and voicel
stimuli. Thus, the conclusions drawn from the observat
that quail in the ‘‘control’’ condition failed to exhibit an
effect of f 0 upon response to novel stimuli, although depe
771Holt et al.: Effect of f0 on quail’s response to VOT stimuli
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dent upon the functional correspondence of human and a
audition, are supported by these previous positive result

Holt et al. ~1999! have presented data from a mamm
lian model~the chinchilla,Chinchilla villidera! performing a
similar task that provide further support for the present c
clusions. Chinchillas’ audiograms closely model those of
mans~Hendersonet al., 1969!. Furthermore, the propertie
of their auditory system are well mapped and, psychoaco
tically, their behavior corresponds quite well with that
humans. For these reasons, chinchillas are one of the
common species used in systems auditory neurophysio
research. As a part of a larger project examining audit
cues to voicing, Holtet al. ~1999! tested chinchilla percep
tion of VOT as a function of changes inf 0. Unlike quail in
the ‘‘natural’’ and ‘‘reverse’’ conditions of the current ex
periment, chinchillas were not trained with covariance b
tweenf 0 and VOT. Thus, the chinchillas’ experience close
modeled that of quail in the ‘‘control’’ condition. Their pat
tern of response was also similar. Like control quail, ch
chillas did not exhibit an effect off 0 upon response to voic
ing differences. Thus, the generalizability of the curre
results is supported by the fact that a mammalian specie~in
possession of an auditory system that more closely mo
that of humans! also fails to exhibit an effect off 0 upon
VOT response when there is no history of experience w
covariation betweenf 0 and VOT.

C. Role of learning in speech perception

The present results should not be taken as evide
against an auditory enhancement account of speech pe
tion. Though its emphasis is very clearly upon general au
tory perceptual mechanisms, the auditory enhancemen
count does not fail to posit a role for learning. Diehlet al.
~1990!, for example, explicitly point out that a successf
theory of speech perception must provide both an accoun
‘‘the transfer function of the auditory system’’ as well a
‘‘the listener’s tacit knowledge of speech and langua
specific facts that are relevant to phonetic categorization’’~p.
244!. They go on to argue that it is presently possible to
much more unequivocal about influences of the auditory s
tem than it is to be explicit about speech-relevant knowle
of listeners. As a consequence, they begin by seeking ex
nation ‘‘in terms of general auditory mechanisms before
pealing to speech-specific tacit knowledge’’~p. 245!. We
agree that the determination of the role of experience
learning ought to be a fundamental pursuit in understand
speech perception. Data from nonhuman species and t
from nonspeech studies~e.g., Kluenderet al., 1998; Saffran
et al., 1999! suggest that very general learning proces
may play an important role. Furthermore, phonetic categ
zation is unlikely to be the only domain where experience
important to speech perception.

An important lesson from the present work is that stru
tured experience influences perception. The speech sign
general, is richly structured with regularities imposed bo
by physical constraints on articulatory processes and by
guistic constraints that shape the habits of talkers. Exp
ence with this structure shapes perception, and nonhu
772 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 2, February 2001
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animal models can contribute to our understanding of th
processes.
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1Although it is accurate to refer to the syllable-initial English voiceless sto
that have mainly been examined in these studies as ‘‘voiceless aspira
stops, they will be referred to here simply as ‘‘voiceless’’ stops for ease
reading.

2There are many acoustic cues that correlate with voicing. For exam
presence of voicing during consonant constriction, low first formant (F1)
near consonant constriction, absence of significant aspiration after co
nant release, relatively short closure interval, and relatively long prece
vowel are all effective perceptual cues to the@VOICE# contrast. Lisker and
Abramson~1964! demonstrated that the primary acoustic correlate of vo
ing is variation in voice onset time~VOT! in utterance-initial position. In its
most precise usage, VOT refers to an articulatory characteristic—nam
the interval of time between the release of a stop consonant and the on
voicing of the following vowel. Hereafter, we abandon the cumberso
phrase ‘‘acoustic correlates of voice onset time’’ and extend the usag
VOT to include the acoustic effects of the VOT as well, sacrificing pre
sion but preserving readability. TheStimulussection~11.A.2! describes the
precise acoustic cues synthesized to model voicing in the present ex
ment.

3There has been a good deal of debate about whether overall frequen
f 0 or direction of f 0 contour contributes more reliable cues to voicin
~e.g., Lea, 1973; Umeda, 1981; Ohde, 1982; Silverman, 1986; Castle
and Diehl, 1996!. Rather than modeling these more complex aspects off 0,
the present stimuli had a flatf 0. As a result, these stimuli might be though
to model initial or peakf 0, each of which has been found to systematica
vary as a function of voicing~Umeda, 1981!. There is substantial evidenc
that stimuli synthesized with flatf 0 contours influence listeners’ perceptio
of voicing.

4These distributions differ in some ways from what is typical of Engli
voicing categories. For example, the modal VOT values for the voiced
voiceless distributions were 20 and 80 ms, respectively. The mid-p
‘‘boundary’’ for these stimuli was thus approximately 50 ms VOT where
in English, the labial VOT boundary is approximately 25 ms~Lisker and
Abramson, 1964!. This difference was tolerated in an effort to avoid incl
sion of stimuli with VOT values less than or equal to 0 ms for fear that
0-ms boundary might introduce unwanted discontinuities in the stimu
set. Another difference is that the standard deviations of our stimuli w
equivalent across voiced and voiceless modes. Lisker and Abramson~1964!
have shown that the standard deviations of VOT distributions depend
modal VOT; shorter VOT categories tend to have smaller standard de
tions than longer VOT categories. This detail of distributions was not m
eled here. Manipulations of both distribution modes and standard de
tions may prove to be interesting variables for further research of h
complex phonetic categories are learned. However, as a starting poin
chose to test the hypothesis in the most straightforward manner.

5Optimal performance was operationally defined as the highest ratio
pecks to positive versus negative stimuli. Birds are idiosyncratic in
amount of food deprivation necessary to achieve stable optimal pe
772Holt et al.: Effect of f0 on quail’s response to VOT stimuli
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